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Harry Horowicz
1710891507

Great personalised and professional help for head, neck and jaw muscle pain and tension. Really recommend if your standard physio isn't cutting it.




Kate Strikker
1710817606

The environment at the clinic is calming and peaceful and the staff are friendly. Working with Anna the osteo has been life-changing: I can now open my mouth so much wider, I'm clenching and grinding less, and I'm no longer waking up with headaches. My dentist also approves!




Anne McLean
1709002824

I came to the TMJ Clinic with lockjaw as a result of an anaesthetic.  After a few appointments with Shan my lockjaw began to dissipate and fortunately now is totally resolved.  Thanks Shan, you are a star!  The work of the TMJ Clinic is awesome!




Jenny F
1707869475

I’ve had a very good experience with my physio Melanie who has been effective in treating my TMJ pain and associated tinnitus. Seeing Melanie monthly over the past several months alongside one session with an audiologist that she recommended, has helped to reduce my tinnitus significantly to the point where it has now become largely unnoticeable and no longer bothersome. The TMJ pain has also become much more manageable. Highly recommended for anyone with a similar condition.




Faye Pinner
1707808165

Cannot give this place enough, praise!! When I first came in, my jaw was so sore and I was experiencing constant headaches. Within a few months of treatment, I am feeling healed. I haven’t had a headache for weeks, whole my sleep and stress management has dramatically improved. Anna’s treatment was amazing, and she really listened to how I was feeling. I have to also mention how lovely the reception staff are. I accidentally once went to the wrong clinic and they were so understanding and flex. If you’re having jaw pain, get it sorted A.S.A.P. because you won’t know yourself when it it’s all fixed ✨




Jayde
1707713107

Highly recommend Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre! I was suffering with a locked jaw with pain for a couple of weeks. After just two sessions with Pete alongside at home exercises he had provided me, my jaw is no longer locked! He's helped me so much already with managing my TMJ. Thank you so much!🤩




Christopher Blake
1707173756






Hiran Jayasuriya
1706572482

I was suffering from Jaw pain for 6 months visited so many specialists but no relief visited Dr Anna Mammone from TMJ and she fixed after 4 sessions of physiotherapy. Very professional and highly recommendedHiran Jayasuriya




Amber D
1706154277

Highly recommend. Very knowledgeable staff and have helped me immensely with my TMJ pain and also educating me on ways to help myself at home.




Chantelle Daher
1705971254

I’ve been seeing Anna for TMJ sessions as I have been having lots of pain in my jaw. She has significantly reduced my pain in 1 session and I can notice a big difference in terms of pain. Thank you so much 🙏🏼




Kerry Frankland
1705887777

Anna is an amazing.  Very intuitive and knows exactly the areas that need attention.  It is not unusual for me to have a micro nap throughout treatment, I feel completely relaxed when in her care.




Vanessa McGinty
1705610027

I was diagnosed with TMD about 4 years ago now and only since seeing Anna at the TMJ & Facial Pain Centre have I felt any real relief.Prior to attending, I was feeling really helpless with my condition, seeing numerous osteo’s, chiro’s, spending on Botox but still living in pain on a daily basis.Now with their comprehensive treatment plan and very thorough biomechanics, I not only have my mobility back but quality of life! I no longer take pain medication and I can go out; talk, eat, laugh without pain. I’m forever grateful for their treatment and the confidence they’ve given me to self manage my condition into the future.




Emily Spierings
1705271006

This is an exceptional physio, and honestly has been life changing. The staff are wonderful, and they are very thorough and make you feel well cared for. Would not hesitate to recommend them to everyone I know who is suffering from neck, jaw or headache pains.




Michael Kakogiannis
1704953173

Anthea treated my elderly mother with care and consideration, effectively locating and working on the affected area. Very helpful indeed. Highly recommended.




Pete Shields
1702881293

Damian was very calm and helpful - explaining what was involved and what I could expect moving forward.  He also wrote to my doctor and explained how to approach health insurance.




narelle desmond
1702871104

The TMJ treatments I received at this clinic were transformative. Thank you Meithi. Highly recommended.




Tonella Scalise
1702332917

Highly recommend!! Very professional staff and facility. Excellent website with heaps of info and you can even book your initial appointment. Melanie Tam is absolutely fantastic and treatment was pure bliss! My TMJ pain is gone! I enjoyed my sessions so much that I plan to continue attending on a regular basis. Even my dentist of many years endorsed this company which made me feel all the more pleased to have made the right decision. Look no further, you won’t be  disappointed!




Wendy Harrison
1701473590

After years of pain, I am finally on track to getting to the bottom of it. Anna, had been fantastic. I have had many therapists over the years and She outshines them all. Her technique, professional manner, and knowledge is amazing. I Highly recommend her and the clinic.




McKenzie Hilditch
1701056700

I’ve been seeing Anna as my osteopath for a few months and she is amazing at what she does, the progress and the results truly speaks for itself. I highly recommend booking in with Anna for TMJ concerns.Dr. Damian and Dr. Braham have also been extraordinary in their respective fields, I always feel that I am in safe hands.




Larry McDonnell
1700872862

Very impressed with treatment.




James Wilkinson
1699526184

Professional /helpful/ excellent.




Bryan Andrew
1696910473






julie zaoui
1695805746

I suffer with Trigeminal Neuralgia, TMJ, and a severely painful left arm, Melanie Tam is my miracle worker. It was a case of finding the root cause which no one else has managed to do in 16 years, this wonderful lady is not just a fantastic therapist, but genuinely cares.




Elliot Barth
1695606650

I'm blown away with the service by the receptionist Charlie and Tram; the Osteopath I saw, it was my first time coming to this clinic after being referred by my dentist for jaw pain.This clinic was spotless, it was clean and smelt very good.I was rapid firing all my questions like a curious 5 year old who just tasted ice-cream for the first time and wants to know how grass is made.Neither Charlie or tram missed a beat and they were able to answer all my questions, it's been a while since I've been this impressed.thank you to the team at Melbourne TMJ




Pam deklerk
1695190676

Met with Jenny today, very impressed, explained everything very clearly and listened to what I had to say.  Was professional and caring, obviously knows her field well.Would recommend then  without hesitation




Josephine Conto
1694946566






Ermelinda Haeusler
1693904568

A lovely clinic with experienced and caring practitioners. Thank you for your care.




Natalie Vorsovskaia
1692704386

I am very grateful to Pete for his great work.He was attentive during the first consultation, understood my problem and worked from there.He was very accurate and proceeded carefully and successfully. Also he taught me some useful exercises that help a lot too.I recommend his services without a doubt.




Elaine Bernardino
1691728914

I've been having TMJ problems for years and after years of struggle, it is way more manageable and haven't really much struggles with it since I came here for sessions. I didn't know postures (even in sleep) can affect or put pressure to your jaw. Mel is amazing and one of the main reasons I got through my jaw issues. She walked me through the right habits and exercises and relieve tension and pressure on my head, neck and shoulders




Heather Dawson
1691720555

I’ve had the best experiences with TMJ. My monthly sessions with Shan have been terrific and he’s certainly helping me achieve my goal to re-align my jaw after major cancer surgery. The service is friendly, efficient and highly professional. And wonderfully, everything runs on time. I thoroughly recommend TMJ.




Geordan Gullock
1691119023

The physiotherapists here are really good. The centre takes a holistic approach to TMJ disorder treatment, giving effective exercises to do at home and also looking at other factors like diet, pillow choice, dental splints, daytime jaw tensing.




Julie-Anne Grasso
1690343102

Thank you Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre. Warm and friendly reception; these practitioners are indeed specialized in this unique field. I had multiple life stressors this year and developed persistent and severe ear pain. Repeated visits to my GP without success. After the first meeting, a significant improvement in my ear pain and jaw functioning. I now have strategies and knowledge for management. As a healthcare professional, I highly recommend this service 😌




Deborah2021
1689651310

I am so happy I have found this place. I have suffered with back pain for such a long time.  The extremely skilled Physio's here have helped me immensely (I have seen a few) The pillow they recommend is also fabulous and is helping with a better quality sleep.Thanks for the great treatment and service.




Karen F
1689586262

I started treatment at the Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre in late May, with TMJ & still being treated for it, very complex, then I injured my knee & my back played up all within a short time, I was in a world of pain &  have been able to be treated for all the above by my Physio. Meithi, he is so patient, understanding, he really listens & is quick to find the right treatment, I am always able to walk out of the Clinic much better than when I limped in. The reception staff are always happy, very pleasant on the phone, quick to respond via email, patient & understanding. The Clinic seems to run so smoothly & orderly which eases my mind greatly, many thanks to you all!




Peter King
1688463300

After 20 years of suffering with a damaged neck (by a chiropractor) and taking anti inflammatory pills, within 4 weeks Darron took away the pain. I am incredibly impressed as nobody could do till now.  I would highly recommend this practice and have sent many of my family and friends as well.




Sylvia Fowler
1688277366

Meithilesh has been treating me for 3 weeks.I was given massage & trigger point therapy to complete at home.This has given me relief from a constant headache I have suffered for 3 months.I recommend this treatment & can’t speak  highly enough of the care I have received




Stacey Queffert
1686794505

I had a few sessions & it really helped me out. I even bought a new pillow from them to help my neck. 10/10 SERVICE




brnzy7
1686445287

Had TMJ for about 15 years, not extreme however recently it has been more painful. A recommendation from my ENT surgeon David James lead me to Melb TMJ, three weeks in and I am starting to feel a lot better, Shan is really good, thanks Shan.G. Burns




rod urquhart
1685076615

Excellent result, Kevin Ha has done a thoroughly professional repair of my TMJ problem.




Katerina Duckstein
1685000641






Samantha B
1684845445

Melanie really knows her stuff! I have complete faith theyll be able to help me releave some of this pain. The counter staff are also very lovely and helpful. They know what they're doing. The clinic is so clean too and very relaxing. They really set a vibe.




Kate Crump
1684291629

Thank you Pete for assisting my son in learning to manage his jaw issue. Your explanations regarding he biomechanics involved helped him greatly in learning to self manage the issue. He is no longer having symptoms and can even eat apples again. Hopefully it holds up OK when he starts his orthodontics.




Aaron Polley
1683616677

Melbourne TMJ are truly amazing and i'm so glad I decided to give them a go. I've been to multiple other Physios regarding long term jaw pain but had no success. Kevin immediately identified possible causes and after 4 weeks i've seen incredible results. My sleep has improved significantly and jaw pain has more than halved. I'm not on medicare but possibly the best money I've ever spent, thanks Kevin!!




Gabrielle
1683203516

I'm currently being treated by Pete Furness and think he's an excellent practitioner with specific TMJD treatment experience. His treatment and care have certainly helped ease my TMJD pain. The app he suggested I use has helped raise my awareness of when I'm  clenching my jaw, so this has been helpful.  Highly recommend.




Yvette Wain
1681258604

Mel is the best physio I have been to - period! Cannot praise her enough! She definitely knows her stuff.




Rebecca Sanders
1681248973

Rachel helped me recover from a locked jaw post wisdom teeth surgery and as a bonus helped with my headaches.




Junko New
1680775618

When I saw Shan Liang (my practitioner) the first time at the clinic, I was in a very bad condition with dizziness, ear ringing, face and neck pain etc. He listened earnestly to my explanation,  even though my English was not native level, so I felt very comfortable. After a couple of treatments, my condition has improved dramatically. He is the best TMJ practitioner I've ever met. I definitely recommend him to people who have the same symptoms as me.




Bhoomika Godara
1680334322

I am so grateful and thankful to the whole team right from reception to the best physiotherapist Agatha. She was so patient in understanding my injury and then explaining me everything bit by bit. Just after my first visit I had a huge difference and I had tears in my eyes because i never thought I will get relief from the pain that I was having from so many years. I now have high hopes from my upcoming visits and I am sure I will heal very soon. Thank you so much for such a smooth and amazing experience. Highly recommended




Carole Emslie
1680164580

After experiencing jaw and facial pain over many years, I was skeptical of physiotherapy being able to provide relief ... but it has. My bite is more even, and I am able to nip referred pain in the bud - myself! Physiotherapist Shan really knows what he is doing, listens attentively and imparts the skills needed for self-management. Visiting the centre is a very pleasant experience all round.




Michael G
1679511676

I had a locked jaw for two weeks, saw 2 gp and an ent and they said there is nothing I can do. I was in extreme pain. I couldn’t move my jaw and had tinnitus. I called this clinic and was assisted right away. Rachel was great and unlocked my jaw. Highly recommend calling and booking an appointment




Steve Pollard
1678792886

Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre provided incredible service. Shan Liang helped me recover from TMJ and was extremely professional and knowledgeable during the months of treatment. Thanks again Shan for your help!




Vidhya S
1677469333

Physio Mel is so caring and knowledgeable!




Natalia M-Hedge
1676264645

Very experienced physios, had 2 sessions and feeling some relief already. So far they helped me better than any other physio or chiro I saw over the last 10 years. It`s a nice and welcoming facility as well.




Rainier Verlaan
1675936954

Very friendly therapist. Very professional and will img to help me. Explained everything clearly especially before any procedures that may have been painful. This is my first session and hopefully has put me on the right track but time will tell.I have been having regular therapy sessions for 6 months now and I can say that my symptoms and aches are a lot more manageable now and I am able to control my symptoms myself through the techniques I have learnt. Thanks Peter for all your help.An update just over 1 year on of treatment and my symptoms have eased further thanks to Peter. He is able to identify my weak areas and provide targeted relief and follow up exercises for me to do at home.




Xavier Campbell
1674117253

Ongoing physio and dental treatment from both Shan and Damien was instrumental in alleviating my TMJ issues. Both practitioners demonstrated a high level of professionalism, empathy, and knowledge throughout the treatment process. I found this combined approach incredibly beneficial, and am now pain free! Would definitely recommend seeking treatment at Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre to anyone dealing with a TMJ disorder.




Soumilas Family
1673500362

I had neglected my TMJ issues for sometime and on the recommendation of a family member began my treatment at Melbourne TMJ several months ago. My physiotherapist Mel is a caring , very knowledgeable and capable professional. My sessions with her have provided me with much relief and improvement and I am now only attending for “maintenance “.  I have also recently suggested Melbourne TMJ to another family member and she is also experiencing great results from her ongoing treatments.I strongly recommend Melbourne TMJ and Facial Pain Centre .Geraldine




Sarah Oliver
1672869166

As soon as I entered the Centre, I knew I was in expert hands.The reception staff are kind, welcoming and professional.Darron and his highly skilled team all put me at ease.They all offer exceptional quality treatment, care and advice.I appreciate how they explain each procedures they use before performing them, which reduces my anxiety.I also appreciated the take home information booklet which I was given during my initial visit.I highly recommend Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre to anyone who needs expert specialist care.Sarah Oliver




Adrian Hepfer
1671761211

I've been seeing Melanie for a few months now and my jaw pain has significantly declined, and even my ear issues have improved! Absolutely recommend her. I've also been able to improve my sleep patterns due to her advice. Melanie is experienced and has great bedside manner.




Rachelle A
1671342013

Mel has changed my life ! She is the first person to have given me relief from my immense pain from my jaw issues which date back 35 years!Mel has magic hands!!! Forever grateful.The clinic is very organised, hygienic and relaxing.




Cassandra Y
1670804677

Meithi is great - he explained to me the muscles and workings of the jaw and neck, and linked issues I've been experiencing that I didn't even know were related! He's given me helpful tips and exercises I can do myself to relieve the sore/tired muscles in my jaw from teeth grinding/clenching. Thanks Meithi!




Simon Fox
1670373281

About 6 months of being misdiagnosed and shunted from one physio / GP / neurologist / massage therapist to another, I contacted the TMJ Centre for an appointment. I've only had one appointment with Shan so far, but he was amazing. He was reassuring, explained everything about my TMD clearly and I have seen positive results / relief after just this one session. Highly recommend this place to anyone experiencing neck / jaw / ear pain connected with TMD.




Mindi Bakopanos
1670047406

After reading all the glowing reviews for Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre, all I can say is that I totally agree with them. I had no idea that all my mouth, tongue, jaw (grinding and clenching) and neck issues could be diagnosed so thoroughly and treated so efficiently. I am also most grateful to Dr Donny Mandrawa from the Dental Suites in Balwyn for referring me. I've had several visits with Chris and could already feel the difference after the first consultation. The guide to self treatment was also very beneficial as it has made me a lot more mindful of the many bad habits I've developed and how to begin unpicking them and applying much better practices. I've certainly learned a lot, even at this stage of my healing journey, so many thanks to Chris and the team for being so fantastic!




Elizabeth Robinson
1668401159

Great experience at Melbourne TMJ. The holistic approach to care and their strong focus on the patients’ personalized needs really stands out. I was very fortunate to receive care from Riley and have seen a marked improvement before I began treatment and after. Highly recommend.




Austin
1668380743

I have been seeing Riley for around 5 months now and it really made a difference to my TMJ condition. Riley is very thorough when reviewing my condition and always tries to educate me about how to improve it at home. I would recommend this clinic to anyone with TMJ problems.




Melanie Worthington
1667716035

I saw Chris Wayne earlier this year after experiencing TMJ issues, including balance issues and pain in my jaw. Chris was professional and empathetic to my situation. After the first session I noticed an improvement in my symptoms, which continued after each session . The exercises Chris provided for me to do at home have assisted in my recovery and in managing symptoms. My full praise and sincere thanks to Chris and team at Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain.




Sharron Paravizzini
1666584024

I have been seeing MEL for my very painful TMJ problems and she has been absolutely Fantastic helping me Excellent support and pain management relief so grateful




rosemary soh
1666394154

Lovely and professional team. The dentist and the physio are specialised in treating TMJ issue. Treatments are tailored to each individual to achieve the best outcome. Highly recommended




Kimberley Poynton
1666178662

Highly recommend Melanie. She is caring, interested in her patient, technically excellent and super responsive. Very grateful for the help she has provided my teenage daughter, for her jaw issue and ankle injury. Thank you Melanie.




Suzanne Eerhard
1666177701

Melanie’s expertise, attention to detail, and thorough approach has made a big difference. She continues to refine exercises to ensure improvement at each visit, and has made my teenager feel very comfortable.




Jim Watterston
1665787532

I had on-going headaches for such a long period of time that my doctor organised a brain MRI to check for something sinister! Ryan and Pete at TMJ have been brilliant at identifying the muscle based problem and then providing real strategies that work. I honestly believed that my concerns could not be addressed and improved so quickly. I now have strategies to implement at home which effectively manage the issue, and most importantly, my peace of mind has improved no end knowing that his issue can be resolved.




Brett Oswald
1665125732

Great knowledge and understanding of facial injuries.  Melanie is awesome really cares about patients and her knowledge and patient care is excellent




Camille Rogers
1665117557

Had a very sore jaw due to long dental work , it is 80% better now . thank you Melanie Tam .




Emily Rutten
1665031239






Naomi Joseph
1665015924

I started seeing Riley Lock at Melbourne TMJ for long term chronic jaw pain and tension. Within 2 visits I experienced very noticeable improvement. Riley is friendly and responsive to my needs in relation to pain and gave me easy to follow instructions to help my symptoms at home. He is easy to talk to and has helped me in a reasonable time period. The clinic as a whole is clean and the reception staff friendly and helpful. I highly recommend the clinic to others experiencing jaw pain.




Charles Gatehouse
1664663098

Always professional and a super clean environment. Riley has been exceptional throughout the entire process and helped with my night time teeth grinding




Madison D
1664272337






Gabrielle
1663854030

I have been a patient here for many years first seeing Surbhi then Chris when Surbhi went on maternity leave. Both practitioners are extremely thorough and have been very gentle with me. I have over 21 years of chronic neck and back pain including moderately severe TMJ pain causing dislocations of the joint ( by dentists ) and on occasion whilst eating due to my Hypermobile ehlers danlos syndrome.I highly recommend this clinic for their up to date standards of practice and knowledge in their chosen specialty and all staff are incredibly knowledgeable, patient and explain things simply and slowly especially with me as I am deaf. The customer service is exceptional and I highly recommend this clinic to anyone with chronic/acute symptoms and related disorders to see the clinicians at this facility. They will not be disappointed. The take home exercises in video format are sensational. Thank you and bless you Surbhi and Chris 🙌♥️ My quality of life is better for knowing you both. Sincerely Gabrielle B




Nicholas Inglis
1663809811

I was in despair with a painful jaw that was not getting better. Melanie from TMJ had been brilliant, and I am feeling marvelous. I highly recommend the knowledge, caring and skill at TMJ.




Peta Gannoulis
1663720082

Have been suffering with chronic pain for 6 years and after my first session learnt so much about what was causing it and the specific type of treatment needed. Melanie has been so helpful in reducing my pain, teaching me how to manage flare ups and providing answers as to why my jaw / TMJ is causing pain in other parts of my body. Has changed my life !




Liz Ciaravolo
1663539796

Recommended by my exercise physiologist for ongoing jaw and facial pain.  I have attended for several weeks now and am finding treatment offers great improvement in alleviation of jaw pain, headache and neck pain.  Shan, my therapist, is skilled and offers positive reinforcement at every session.




lisa schonfelder
1663054885

Absolutely fantastic care from Melbourne TMJ.  I am so impressed by their skill, knowledge and know-how.  Darron and his team have been amazing in treating my problem, its associated pain and the background issues surrounding my condition.Thank you so much, TMJ, you're fantastic!




Simon Waites
1662682317

After 4 - 5 years of constant facial pain/head aches as well as $$$$ spent on on the process of elimination merry-go-round with Dentist, ENT, Neurologist, Watson Technique specialist physio, Chiro and the list goes on I finally came across Melbourne TMJ Centre.  As soon as I had my first appointment with Melanie I had the feeling I was in the right spot.  Melanie not only considered my headaches, but took a complete holistic view of my lifestyle, habits, work situation, posture, sleeping etc etc.  It took approx 2 - 3 appointments as well as strictly sticking to Melanie's advice when at home including being conscious of posture, keeping up with exercise, stretches etc that I really started to see results.  I cannot recommend Melanie enough - she really goes above and beyond plus you feel like she is on the journey with you and just as determined to get your life back to normal without pain.  It may seem like a lot of $$$ and commitment, however believe me - this is the best choice you will make to get back on top of your life without being drilled down with constant unrelenting pain.




simone madden-grey
1662623757

When asked by my dentist if I would recommend Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre, I didn't hesitate - absolutely! The comprehensive plan for treating my jaw pain included resources and exercises to manage my jaw pain outside the clinic. Attentive, well organised and professional are some of the words I use when recommending this practice.




Miles
1661836571

Couldn't speak more highly of Melanie and the team at TMJ & Facial Pain Centre. Jaw issues seemed to have improved almost immediately after the first session and continue to improve vastly after only six weeks. Extremely happy with the results and the treatment from Melanie thus far.




Laura T
1661421747

I have had a really positive experience at the Melbourne TMJ & Facial Pain Centre. I have been receiving treatment over the last 2 months and have seen a massive improvement with a huge reduction in pain and symptoms. Reception are always welcoming and efficient, and my physiotherapist Riley Lock is helpful, professional and gives clear explanations of everything. I highly recommend the clinic and am grateful for their help with my TMJ pain.




Janine Eccleston
1661296622

My experience was nothing but positive.  Very informative and professional.




Grant Packman
1661227271

I can sincerely say that the staff at Melbourne TMJ  + Facial Pain Centre made a huge difference in the rehabilitation and recuperation process of my TMJ issues. The knowledge and professionalism offered during treatment sessions certainly had a positive impact and high level of assurance that things would ultimately come right. Through, encouragement, perseverance and patience things have eventually come right, save to say I am very happy with the outcome, thanks to all at Melbourne TMJ + Facial Pain Centre




Theingi Swe
1660892673

I am having treatment at TMJ & Facial Pain Centre for my jaw pain, which i initially thought the pain was from my ear, until the ENT surgeon referred and directed me to have treatment at TMJ. The physio Melanie is well experienced and very knowledgeble and could diagnose my problem straight away after initial assessment and commenced treatment on the same day.I went for my 4th treatment session today and i am feeling 90% better with the pain totally gone and the jaw is functioning well from all prescribed exercises. And she confirmed my improvement as well. I highly recommend anyone who is suffering from jaw pain to seek treatment at this specialist center as all staff are wonderful and helpful, especially Melanie. The ladies at the reception provides fantastic customer service too.




Alyssa Steyn
1659664329

I’ve been seeing Riley Lock to help with the tension and pain around my TMJ and to say it’s helped is an understatement. I saw an instant decline in the severe headaches I was getting and although the process to reduce tension and pain is slow, I can tell the difference after just a handful of sessions. From figuring out how to change habits to relieving stiffness, every session makes a huge difference. The team are all very lovely and professional. Definitely the best you can find.




Brayden Quinn
1658973666

Fantastic practice!Would highly recommend :)




Ching Shao
1658924198

Very professional, clean, excellent practitioners.  My child was treated by Melanie Tam for a few treatments over 3-4 mth period.  We have seen significant improvement and no more clicky jaw issues or headaches!




Kathleen Raymond
1658221907

After my initial treatment with Dr Melanie I noticed an instant change - for the better - in my jaw. I’ve suffered with TMJ disorder for years and through regular treatment, I can now open and close my jaw with no clicks and the tightness has significantly reduced. Highly recommend.The new location is well designed and very appealing with the use of wood and LED lighting.




Leanne Rumleskie
1657335404

Ryan is fantastic! Very helpful and knowledgeable. I've seen him twice now for my TMJ and always leave feeling much better and equipped with ways I can manage my TMJ at home too! The hands on treatment feels amazing for relaxing my muscles and helping my TMJ




Olivia Ducommun
1656321353

Melanie has been so amazing for my TMJ pain, could not recommend her and the team enough!




Sandra Trigili
1655966692

Experiencing debilitating jaw pain is quite distressing and not knowing whether it be a doctor or dentist l needed to go to was just as confusing.  After googling the condition l made the decision to consult tmj & facial physiotherapy and met Shan.  Cannot recommend Shan highly enough his gentle and reassuring nature put me at ease and after a course of treatments my pain is a mere  memory.  Thank you shan for your professionalism will gladly refer you and your team to anyone in the same predicament.




Jacqui McCulloch
1655853810

I have had TMJ pain for over 20 years. I have seen countless dentists and specialists. I’ve tried strong painkillers, mouth splints, Botox, as well as physio/osteo/chiro. I had varying success, but within a few days the pain would come back and sometimes it would be even worse. I didn’t want to take painkillers everyday for the rest of my life, so my GP asked me to try Melbourne TMJ before exploring surgical options. I am so glad I did. After 2 months my pain is manageable and I can see light at the end of the tunnel. Every treatment brings more relief, and in between I have been taught ways to help manage the pain myself. I highly recommend Melbourne TMJ - don’t suffer anymore.




Alan Fraser
1655626391

Very good at what they do. I had terrible jaw pains and after a few physio sessions with Riley it was almost back to normal. Would highly recommend for anyone with facial pain




James Howgreat
1655424730

Im not one who usually leaves reviews, it takes a special effort or disaster for me to provide my feedback.  And this review lands in the special effort category. After 18 months of bouncing around GPs, Specialists, Physios, Imaging centres, I finally have relief from my intense TMD jaw and ear pain. Riley has been amazing, his specialised facial massage techniques, clear yet detailed explination of what was occuring, along with targeted self help treatments, I can honestly say my discomfort is pretty much gone. Its been about 2 months since my TMD physio started, and in the last month I have felt the best I have in such a long time. Big thanks to the team.
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